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1MW solar power unit with energy storage 3MWH capacity             Draft paper
Many industries in tropics have problems with reliable power from a grid. 
Often it is on and off and this interrupt the processes to high costs caused 
by trouble. On other issue is that power costs are often very high and this 
gives very high costs for energy per year. In many industries the electric bill 
is the highest cost the factory have over the year. The smart way to solve 
booth these problems is to make own power by a Sunnytek Solar solar 
power unit.
Technical developments last years has been dramatic and new solutions are 
far ahead what was available 1-2 years ago. Costs has also raised when the 
solutions proved too be mature for the mission to make cheap reliable 
power. Sunnytek has selected what is best to use hot tropical areas only. 
We also use a Life Cycle Cost calculation ( LCC ) to really see numbers 
what is best for short time but alos a longer life cycle. Investments like this 
needs to be evaluated for 10-20 years to make user happy.
New generation solar panels for tropical areas.
There are many ways to make solar panels. Tropical areas with high 
temperature and intense heat gives one type of problem in output and also 
reliability. Over heating reduce power output power and panels with plastic 
foil at back suffer the heat and UV radiation with reduced life time.
Our first choice here is thin film CIGS panels that have far less problems 
with high temperature and can operate at very intense sun with limited 
reduction in output. We normally use German or Japanese panels of best 
quality and reliable tryst worthy warranty of 25 years.
These panels do also have laminated glass so there is no plastic foil at back 
side that crack after some years as UV light was so strong.
One other feature is that these panels are much better than crystalline 
panels in twilight. cloudy weather and fog. In all installations the limit is often 
limited sun ( rain season) and here we often have a 20-30% advantage in 
electrical output.
Panel output are specified in W after a standard that do not match all places 
on earth. This is a lab method to compare different brands. We talk about 
output / year in KWH that is what customers sell and use.
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WEAK LIGHT TOLERANCE 

AND HIGH EFFICIENCY

Excellent performance

in weak light 

__

DAILY POWER GENERATION COMPARATION 

THIN FILM1.5KW
__

POLY 1.56KW
__

IRRADIANCE

I-V Curves

Thin-film a-si solar photovoltaic glass(different color)

Low temperature coefficient
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Start fighting global warning now and enjoy clean nature energy.

Photovoltaic power generation using semiconductor technology, 

convert sunlight directly into electricity. Solar energy is a clean, 

efficient, renewable, and can be widely used in household power 

systems and large commercial solar PV projects and many other 

areas.

Thin film a-Si module tandem structure not only absorbs visible 

light but also the invisible portion of the solar spectrum. This 

makes especially efficient use of solar energy. All module types of 

our modules offer optimum system integration, this is very 

suitable for installations in grid-connected or off-grid PV systems.

All products are strictly designed and manufactured comply-

ing to certificate of IEC 61646, 61730 and UL 1703 standard 

and with TUV/ UL/ CE/ ROHS/ IEC/ CQC/ ISO/ SFEC/ CEC 

approval

Certificates and approvals

Product features
1) Excellent performance under weak light and high temperatures condition. 

    Less sensitive to shading

2) Good environment adaptability, less sensitive to installation angle, 

    more suitable for vertical installation in BIPV

3) Enable coverage with fewer units, and less balance of system cost

4) Attractive design allowing wide range of applications,  most suitable to 

    match building and facilities

5) Low temperature coefficient

6) Not Fragile

7) Dirt not easy stay on surface

8) No angle limit

9) No Cadmium-RoHS compliant

10) Installation in landscape or portrait  mode

11) One by pass diode integrated in the  junction box

12) Can custom-make different color to  match BIPV

13) Can custom-make tempering and hollow photovoltaic glass for BIPV

12) Made in China

Quality from Solar Motion

We use environmental friendly materials; avoid any risk in the   whole life of our

products. No raw material limitation. Advanced encapsulation process: 

amorphous silicon deposited by PECVD technology

ensures a high resistance against UV, temperature and weather.

1) TCO glass: Choose the best from NSG.

2) Back Sheet: purchase from Toyo, Japan, super water 

    resistance type (5 layers), longer life time of the solar panel.  

    A back sheet with drainage holes eliminates the risk of 

    accumulation of rain water or snow inside the frame.

3). Anodized aluminum frame resist high wind and snow loads, 

     together with preinstalled cables ensuring a quick and easy 

     installation.

4) EVA: Solar EVA by Mitsui chemical fabro or equivalents

10-year product guarante for products distributed by Solar Motion

10-year performance guarantee on a power output of 90%

25-year performance guarantee on a power output of 80%

90W/130W
Amorphous silicon thin-film photovoltaic modules
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New generation of energy storage battery solutions
In a power unit like this the battery is the most costly part and much 
more than panels if we want a reliable system working for many 
years. Life cycle differs a lot between different models of battery and 
site and how out is used. There exist no simple solution what is bets 
here and all installations need a deeper analyse of what is best 
keeping all parameters in mind.
Under final line cost per KWH produced and stored is a key. Life 
cycle cost is here and of course financial costs. Is a costly such 
better system always better than a not that good and much cheaper 
solution. This can be discussed forever so this needs to be analysed 
and calculated.
If we look at what is best here and say let us forget battery solutions 
with less 10 years life cycle we have some alternatives. All are green 
and have no large impact on environment. What is best depends on 
how it is used and where it its installed. Policy financially is important 
and here question is. Cheap to buy with shorter life time and a bit 
higher costs per KWH. Or more costly to buy and longer life time and 
lower life cycle cost.
Alternatives we use and where we have cooperation with factory are 
as follows.

* Lead Gel OPZV cell designs is the old style used for about 100 
years. Can get 10 years life cycle if not deep cycled and not to hot 
when charged. This solutions is now getting rare and will soon be 
replaced by other solutions. Not deep changed to more 
than 40% of capacity so battery needs to be much larger 
than what is frequently cycled. Preferable max 25-30C in 
temperature. Cells can have 4000AH and many used.

* Lithium Iron Phosphate is more modern with good and 
less good characteristics. Sometimes a good solution. Life 
time reliable 10 years for best brands and warranty is 
possible for 10 years life cycle. Capable of 60C in temp. 
Can be pre-installed in containers up to very large sizes or 
as used smaller units.

* Salt battery systems is a new design comping strong  and suitable in many 
cases. Large heavy and very good for environment reasons. 10 years life time 
possible and warranty 7 years.Available in large pallet designs with 25KWH modules and we use as many 
as needed.

* Zinc Hybrid battery is now attractive in many cases. Preferable very large installations where it is good in 
many ways. 5000 cycles 15 years life cycle with 75% depth of discharge

* Zn-Fe flow battery is excellent as battery for installations where life time is a key. This battery is offered 
with 20 years warranty spec to 95% of original capacity. The battery needs yearly maintenance that is not 
to complex but outputs in always and Life cycle cost is excellent. Capacity from 160 KWH for smallest 
system up to many MWH. Modular design makes it easy to scale up.

Battery systems can be operated with and without grid connection. It can store power but also equalise 
power and handle a bad grid. The new designs are well adapted for the future and makes our solar power 
units to make very cheap and reliable power for many many years. Diesel generators etc are not needed.
If site have old diesel generators they can be connected to be used as emergency units.
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PROJECT 

HIGHLIGHTS

+  System powers commercial 
laundry, swimming pool, 
kitchen, business services, 
lighting, cooling, and other 
facility loads.

+  Loisaba expects to reduce 
diesel consumption by  
95% and save 53 tons of 
CO₂ per year.

Laikipia, Kenya

Solar + battery microgrid replaces diesel 
at the Loisaba wildlife conservancy

Two 106 kWh  
off-grid solar-plus-
storage microgrids 
power world-class  
ecotourism 
destination

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

solar
inverter

battery
inverter

backup
power

Aquion
batteries

lodge tent

Two independent systems 
each consisting of:

Batteries 
Aquion Energy  
S-Line Stacks 
106 kWh, 48V

Solar Array 
37 kW

Solar Inverter 
SMA Sunny Boy

Battery Inverter 
SMA Sunny  Island

Backup Power 
Diesel generator

OFF-GRID MICROGRID

PROJECT 
SPOTLIGHT

081516  ©2016 Aquion Energy, Inc. 

Learn more at aquionenergy.com

Options

250kW|1MWh Eos 
Aurora ® subsystem
18’ (L) x 12’ (W) x 9’ 
(H)

What’s 
Included Price: $/kWh

$250/kWh

$200/kWh

$160/kWh

5-year warranty

.25 MW| 1 MWh 
Single Order

1H 2017 
Offering 

Only

1 MW| 4 MWh
Single Order

Utility 
Scale

10 MW| 40 MWh
Volume 10MW+

Utility 
Scale + 

• Batteries
• Containerized package
• Battery mgmt. system
• 1-year warranty

Eos Energy Storage Pricing Breakdown

System Size 
Power|Energy

• Batteries
• Containerized package
• Battery mgmt. system
• 1-year warranty

• Batteries
• Containerized package
• Battery mgmt. system
• 1-year warranty

10-year warranty

20-year warranty

80% capacity guarantee

100% capacity guarantee

Base Plate

BMS upgrade 
for frequency 
regulation 

Meet the Aspen battery.

ASPEN 48S*

+ ~2 kWh

+  Nominal 48V output

+  Standard building block for flexible  

system design

AHI Products

12 x ASPEN 48S 16 x ASPEN 48M

2,048 x ASPEN 48M

System Configuration Examples

ASPEN 48M*

+ ~25 kWh

+  Nominal 48V output

+ 12 batteries in parallel

+  Pre-wired and forklift-ready for easy deployment

* See product specification sheets for details.
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Energy production is normally done by solar panels. 
Here an analyse is needed of what area have in 
available solar power and this differs a lot over areas 
and locally. This shall balance real needs of what is 

required KWH. Some 
safety margins are 
normally needed and in 
final end all shall 
balance in a secure way 
to have reliability and no 
problems. Graph at right 
shows in a simple way a 
bit about what is needed 
here. Rain seasons with cloudy weeks must be considered in this work.

Left side the new container with 
Ni-MH battery system of 500 
KWH and inverters and 
electronics for handling a solar 
power unit installation.
Here we can add solar panels 
but also wind power and hydro 
electric systems. 
The system works as a peak 
power absorber if there are rapid 
peaks from motors etc. 
Applications is all from industry 
and mines to population centras 
where we make a city grid and 
can sell power.

Beyond we have a vertical wind turbine. ORC generator that makes power by 
burning waist from city dump. Left 2 models of hydro power systems of 10 
KWE and 1.8 MW output.
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Applicat ions

Peak-shaving and demand management
Utilities and end use customers can use Eos 
batteries to store excess efficient base-load 
generation and renewable energy produced 
off peak. By discharging during peak hours, 
Eos obviates the need for new dirty, 
inefficient peaking generation, and reduces 
carbon emissions. 

Renewable Integration, Solar/Wind Time-
Shifting
Renewables such as wind and solar are 
intermittent, potentially introducing instability 
into the grid and limiting their viability as a 
firm, dispatchable power source. Eos batter-
ies allows utilities and consumers to smooth 
production and time shift renewable energy. 
Solar electricity produced at noon can be 
stored and deployed as a stable power 
source at peak demand in the afternoon.

Frequency Regulation
Eos batteries can be used to bring revenue to 
our commercial and industrial customers. Eos 
batteries are eligible for entry into ancillary 
electricity markets that provide frequency 
regulation to the power grid. By charging and 
discharging your batteries to meet grid 
stability, you can also monetize your asset.
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